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Greetings of the season to all our readers!

Dear Readers

   I hope you're doing well and staying healthy. I warmly welcome every member of our school community.  

 Our school has always been a place of learning and growth, not only academically but also in terms of  

 character and values. This year, we are excited to emphasise the importance of Social and Emotional  

 Learning (SEL) as an integral part of our educational journey.

   In today's fast-paced and interconnected world, understanding, managing, expressing emotions,  

 developing positive relationships, and making responsible decisions are paramount. Social and  

 Emotional Learning equips our students with these essential life skills, empowering them to navigate  

 the complexities of life with confidence, empathy, and resilience.

   Research has shown that students adept in SEL exhibit improved academic performance, reduced  

 behavioural issues, and enhanced overall well-being. They are better equipped to handle stress, build  

 meaningful relationships, and contribute positively to their communities. Therefore, our educators and  

 caregivers are responsible for fostering a nurturing environment where SEL can flourish.

   Throughout this academic year, we have planned a series of workshops, activities, and discussions that  

 will focus on various aspects of Social and Emotional Learning. These initiatives will span all grade    

 levels and be woven into our curriculum, co-curricular activities, and interactions. By incorporating SEL   

 into our school's fabric, we prepare our students for academic success and success.

   I encourage parents and guardians to actively engage with their children in conversations about  

 emotions,  relationships, and decision-making. Your involvement is crucial in reinforcing the principles  

 of SEL and helping our students apply these skills beyond the school walls.

   Let us embark on this exciting journey of nurturing social and emotional intelligence together. As we  

 strive for academic excellence, let us also nurture the hearts and minds of our students, shaping them  

 into compassionate, responsible, and well-rounded individuals.

   I  Thank you for your unwavering support and partnership in creating a school community that genuinely  

 cares for the holistic growth of our students.

   We are always interested in hearing your views. We invite articles on the topic ' Building a future ready  

 curriculum' for our next issue of the newsletter. If you have any comments about the  

 newsletter, or if you'd like to tell us about what's happening at school, please email us at  

 principal@jpschennai.org.

Welcome

Tr. Saravanan Thiyagarajan

Principal 

Jain Public School
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It's a pride moment for Jain Public School

Bravo! Jain Public School is the first  school in the district of Kancheepuram to initiate this international 

maths mental olympiad LogIQidsHere, we reap the progeny of the second level quiz  Three  brilliant 

students of our school namely 

 1. Shivaay pathak  of Grade  I - B 

 2. Lingeswaran  of Grade II - B

 3. Rohith Nirmal Kumar of Grade II - A

bagged the International rankings 5,6,7 respectively. JPS strives hard to bring many Ramunujams and 

Shakunthalas Hearty congratulations to maths faculties.

Thankyou all for the support extended and last but not least, our iron pillar - the management for guiding 

and guarding the JPS fraternity all the time.

Dear JPS families 

JPS into leaps and bound !!!

Receiv ing recogni t ion for  the STEM 

Challenge not only brings prestige to the 

school but also serves as an inspiration. It 

showcases the importance of STEM 

education and its ability to prepare students 

for future careers in fields like science, 

technology, engineering, and mathematics.

 It's a reflection of the efforts put IN. It's a 

moment to celebrate and be proud of the 

accomplishments of our JPS fraternity. 
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INFOCUS
Social and Emotional
Learning

Nurturing Hearts and Minds: The Importance of Social and 

Emotional Learning for School Students

Title:  Building Resilience : The Significance of Social and 

Emotional Learning for Parents

  The Role of Empowering Tomorrow's Leaders :

Social and Emotional Learning (SEL) in Student Development.

 In an ever-changing world, academic excellence alone is no longer sufficient. Explore how 

SEL equips students with the emotional intelligence, interpersonal skills, and self-awareness 

needed to become effective leaders and contributors to society.

Beyond the Classroom: The Lifelong Benefits of Social and Emotional Learning 

Discover how SEL extends far beyond the school years, shaping students into well-rounded 

individuals who excel in personal relationships, professional environments, and as 

responsible citizens.

Unlocking Academic Success: How Social and Emotional Learning Enhances Learning 

Outcomes

Delve into the connection between SEL and academic achievement. Learn how emotional 

well-being and social skills positively impact students' ability to learn, retain information, and 

excel in their studies.

Confident, Compassionate, and Connected: The Three Cs of Social and Emotional 

Learning

Explore the transformative power of SEL in fostering confidence, compassion, and a sense of 

connection among students. Understand how these qualities contribute to a more inclusive 

and harmonious school community.

Navigating the Adolescent Years: The Crucial Role of Social and Emotional Learning

Adolescence is a time of rapid change and emotional development. Uncover how SEL provides 

essential tools for adolescents to manage stress, navigate relationships, and develop a 

strong sense of self.
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Title: Partnering for Success: The Role of Parents in Supporting Social and Emotional Learning

Embracing Emotional Growth: A Guide for Parents in Fostering Social and Emotional 

Learning

Learn practical strategies and tips for parents to nurture their child's emotional growth and 

cultivate skills such as self-regulation, empathy, and effective communication.

Home and School Synergy: How Parents Can Reinforce Social and Emotional Learning

Explore the powerful impact of aligning SEL practices at home and school. Discover ways 

parents can collaborate with educators to create a consistent environment that promotes 

emotional well-being.

Raising Resilient Children: The Link Between Parental Involvement and SEL

Understand the vital role parents play in building resilience in their children. Gain insights into 

fostering adaptability, problem-solving, and emotional resilience through supportive 

parenting.

Fostering Emotional Intelligence: A Parent's Guide to Nurturing Socially Competent 

Children

Delve into the core components of emotional intelligence and how parents can encourage 

their children's development in self-awareness, self-management, social awareness, and 

relationship skills.

Creating Safe Spaces: The Importance of Open Communication in Supporting Social 

and Emotional Learning at Home

Explore the significance of open and non-judgmental communication between parents and 

children. Learn how effective communication can strengthen emotional bonds and facilitate 

the development of critical SEL skills.

Remember, social and emotional learning is a collaborative effort between schools and 

parents. By understanding its importance and significance, both students and parents can 

work together to create a nurturing environment that promotes emotional well-being and 

overall personal growth.
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KG
CORNER

Kudos to the tiny tots of
kindergarten,who have
explored their talents
through various art forms
given.
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ORPHANS

Who is an orphan here?

People who are in tears? (or fear) 

Or people who have no address to hear about?

Orphans are not born; They are made.

 If you think orphans are people who have no family, 

I'm sorry, you are wrong.

They have their own family And it's the world, really.

They have any number of family members,

And it increases day by day, like the climbers. They are 

easily prone to healthy diseases Like love, care and 

affection.

Now tell me, who is the real orphan here?

People who are in tears?

Or people who have no address to hear?

You have no true friends? You have none to take care of 

you?

You are single all the time?

Then realise you yourself, have chosen To be an ORPHAN!!

Orphans are not born! They are made!!

REVENGE

The Sun and the rain are brothers; 

They often fight like others, 

Being a friend to both 

Trees come forth.

To have a quiet conversation

They both made a great sensation 

The sun being strong, smiles 

For his fault has never gone miles

The rain, so fragile cries, 

Making all cute plants rise. 

It's all joy. 

Because of trees, we ourselves enjoy.

Man treats nature as a toy 

Which these friends do annoy.

Again it was a fight 

In mankind's right.

Trees are no more 

To bear the sun's score.

The sun is on his angry seat

 Scorching us with heat.

This proves the old saying, 

“Nature gives judgment for man's 

crime”. 

It's REVENGE on the sun's side and 

It is GLOBAL WARMING world wide!!

Ms. S. Subha
T.G.T English

Poem

Ms. Radha Anand
Middle School Coordinator

A cinquain about JPS

Infinite aspirations

Curiosity awakened 

minds

Students adore and 

explore

@JPS

JPS

classy, creative

Amusing, aspiring, 

Admitting

Students who become  

Future Leaders”

Infinite ideas

Curiosity awakened 

minds

Specially Sustainable

Students adore and 

explore

@JPS!

Look up …

For Holistic 

development

Juggles scholastic 

and co scholastic

Never ending 

opportunities

@ JPS!
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Parents’ Corner
The Role of Artificial Intelligence (AI) in Education

      AI in education has become a hot topic because it    

      changes how we learn. AI in education has the  

      potential to be a game-changer for every child.

      Technology has always played an important role in   

      education, but its current use is more prevalent than  

      ever thanks to the increased availability of smart and  

      web-based curriculum. With the rise of AI in education, 

there are many different ways it is being used to help students learn. Here are a few 

technologies with AI that are making an impact.

 The pros and cons of AI in education are not so black-and-white. There are advantages 

for both sides, but there are disadvantages for each side as well.

  AI can grade papers and essays much faster than a human can. AI can also Pros:

assist human teachers by providing insights about students' learning styles and giving 

hands-on feedback to students who need more practise with specific skills.

 A Robot might not be as good a teacher as a human can be. AI doesn't Cons: 

experience emotions, and students don't feel that they are being cared for by the AI 

when they have a question. People worry about AI's impact when humans interact 

through reading.

Conclusion:

 AI will benefit parents who are always concerned about their children's social lives. AI 

technology allows them to monitor their child's interactions online more closely than 

ever before. AI allows teachers to be accessible 24 hours a day, seven days a week, from 

anywhere. AI is a crucial driver for change in education. With the help of AI; students can 

make their future bright. Teachers need training to adapt their skills to the changing 

scenario.

R.Suganthi B.Sc.,B.Ed. DMLT 

M/o. R.Sejashree, VA
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Award &
Achievement

Ishita Surana  Grade 2A   logiqids  2023 - 24 of has secured  beginner program

Ishita Surana 
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 Harshini Gopalakrishnan Grade 7A  of

has performed Bharathanatiyam

dance at Vellore Golden temple 

on 22/7/23 with her dance

school Co-performers.

John Ben Tamil Nadu State Badminton Tournament&  participated in 

conducted by Badminton Association Ambattur on 30/07/2023, 

  was the  in under  and  John Samuel WINNER  9 category Benjamin Moses

was the Semifinalist in Under .11 category
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Aarthi Suresh of Grade X
Yoga Baskara Award

Aarthi Suresh of Grade X
Yoga Baskara Award

Devesh 
Yellow belt in Karatae

Nakshatra Grade III 
Yoga Nakshatra Award

Benjamin Moses of Grade V A
 Electronic Keyboard With Distinction

Conducted by Trinity College of London

Shivesh Grade VI
Yoga Baskara award

School Assembly 
Felicitation
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Tejas of Grade IV
Karatae

rdAkshay of UKG  3  place in Running 

conducted by TNPESU

rdDhanyashree of UKG  3  place in Running 

conducted by TNPESU
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Grade V B Got The Star Class for the month for 100% regularity 
and cleanliness Inside the Classroom

STAR CLASS OF THE MONTH
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Grade III  Activity

Grade V  Activity

Subject Enrichment
Activities
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Separation of Salt

by Evaporation.

Onith Saravanan

 of Grade VI A

Grade VII  Activity

Grade VII  Activity
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Starch 
Test

Grade VI

Separation Of Salt By
Evaporation Method.

Making Lemonade & Identifying 
The Soluble And Insoluble Substances.
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PARENT ORIENTATION

PROGRAM
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Aditya A,
Grade III A

B.Sathvikha
Grade VII A

Dev 
Grade IV B

Anirudh.P Grade XI Tejas M Grade IV B
Onith Saravanan. 

Grade VI A

Mithun Prasanna
Grade VI B Grade V A
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Grade I

Running through the whole town ,

Until the sight of sunset,

Helping others out with their heavy chores,

Even though mom locks the doors,

So now the one and only choice is to go to the park,

And stare at others while doing maths calculations till I get a spark,

Once I am done with my school work and go back home,

I knock the door gently, To hear my mom scream " where did you roam?".

- Amrithavarshini 
Grade VIII B

The Path Way Back Home
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G.Jeya Bharathi 

of Grade VIII 
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Out Door 
Learning

"The best  classroom and the richest cupboards is roofed only by the sky."In the search of

the best classroom, the outdoor learning was organized on 05th July 2023 to kaleeswari

Refinery Pvt. Ltd where our school  Grade X and XII  students learnt beyond their textbooks

with practical understanding .
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TamilNadu State
Inter School Kids  Athelete Meet
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Volley Ball Tournment
 NSN Memorial Senior Secondary School
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 "Glimpses of the Past”

Grade VIII Students Presented Their Seminar and captivated the audience Spellbounded
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st121  Birthday
st121  Birthday

AnniversaryAnniversary

st121  Birthday

Anniversary
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STUDENT BODY
COUNCIL 2023

Leadership is not a position; it is a responsibility, and student body elections instill this sense of
responsibility in aspiring leaders.
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Jain Public School is well known as School  for leaders in a mission creating future leaders and do things
always ahead of time. and JPS has five golden years of history in conducting the student body elections.  
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G.Kavi Bharathi of Grade 9 A . 

Ashvith  of Grade 3A

G. Jeya Bharathi of Grade VIII B

Monthly Calendar

Important Events

KG Assesment Begin

 Hockey Match spectation

Fancy dress for KG to Grade II

Paryushan Mahaparv Begins 

Independence day &.Investiture ceremony 

Samvatsari Mahaparva -Holiday 

Intraschool G.K Competition

National Sports day -

State level Inter school yoga challenge 

Raksha Bandhan /Onam observation 

07

09

11

14

15

26

19

29

30

Dates
Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday

August 2023
Friday Saturday

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 10 11 12

13 14 15 16 17 18 19

20 21 22 23 24 25 26

27 28 29 30 31

Arshad Khan
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